Cellular and Nuclear Forces: An Overview.
Biological cells sample their surrounding microenvironments using nanoscale force sensors on the cell surfaces. These surface-based force and stress sensors generate physical and chemical responses inside the cell. The inherently well-connected cytoskeleton and its physical contacts with the force elements on the nuclear membrane lead these physicochemical responses to cascade all the way inside the cell nucleus, physically altering the nuclear state. These physical alterations of the cell nucleus, through yet-unknown complex steps elicit physical and functional response from the chromatin in the form of altered gene expression profiles. This mechanism of force/stress sensing by the cell and then its nuclear response has been shown to play a vital role in maintaining robust cellular homeostasis, controlling gene expression profiles during developmental phases as well as cell differentiation. Over the last few years, there has been appreciable progress toward identification of the molecular players responsible for force sensing. However, the actual sensing mechanism of cell surface bound force sensors and more importantly cascading of the signals, both physical (via cytosolic force sensing elements such as microtubule and actin framework) and chemical (cascade of biochemical signaling from cell surface to nuclear surface and further to the chromatin), inside the cell is poorly understood. In this chapter, we present a review of the currently known molecular players in cellular as well as nuclear force sensing repertoire and their possible mechanistic aspects. We also introduce various biophysical concepts that are used to describe the force/stress sensing and response of a cell. We hope this will help asking clearer questions and designing pointed experiments for better understanding of the force-dependent design principles of the cell surface, nuclear surface, and gene expression.